Sacramento Gay & Lesbian So\ball RaVngProtest Form
Game Date:

Game Time:

Manager Submi2ng Protest:

Field:

Team:

Umpire:

Name of Player Protested:

Home Team:

Team:

VisiVng Team:

Division:

B

C

D

Please check the box(es) below for quesVons being protested for this player.

Fielding (occasionally is 2 out of 5 Ames and consistently is 4 out of 5 Ames)
1
2

Occasionally throw a ball through the air 65 feet or be6er in the vicinity of another player?

3

Occasionally throw a ball through the air 90 feet or be6er without a rainbow arc in the vicinity of another player OR consistently throw to the proper place turning accurate
inﬁeld plays against runners with average base running speed?

4
5

Consistently throw a ball through the air 90 feet or be6er in the vicinity of another player OR occasionally throw to the proper place turning accurate inﬁeld plays against
runners with average base running speed?

Consistently throw a ball through the air 90 feet or be6er without a rainbow arc in the vicinity of another player?
Consistently throw without a rainbow arc to the proper place turning accurate inﬁeld plays against aggressive runners with above average speed OR consitently make long
throws without a rainbow arc from the ouDield directly and accurately to the proper base compleAng proper plays against aggressive runners with above average speed?

6

Occasionally on purpose catch balls that are thrown to the player with a rainbow arc?

7

Occasionally on purpose catch balls that are thrown to the player without a rainbow arc?

8
Consistently on purpose ﬁeld balls that are within a few steps OR consistently on purpose catch rouAne ﬂy balls that are within 15 feet?

9
Consistently on purpose ﬁeld medium hit balls that are within a few steps OR consistently on purpose catch rouAne ﬂy balls that are more than 15 feet away?

10
11
12
13
14

Occasionally on purpose ﬁeld medium hit balls that are in the hole OR occasionally on purpose catch ﬂy balls that are more than 30 feet away?
Consistently on purpose ﬁeld medium hit balls that are in the hole OR consistenly on purpose catch ﬂy balls that are more than 30 feet away?
Occasionally on purpose ﬁeld hard hit balls that are in the hole OR occasionally on purpose stop line drives in the gaps from geHng by the ouDielders?
Consistenly on purpose ﬁeld hard hit balls that are in the hole OR consistenly on purpose stop line drives in the gaps from geHng by the ouDielders?
occasionally on purpose make spectacular catches?

BASERUNNING (No deﬁniAons required. Answer yes or no.)
15
16
17
18

go from base to base uAlizing rudimentary knowledge of the rules?
run with average speed and occasionally take extra bases on good hits or errors against a limited level of defense?
run aggressively with average or be6er speed and occasionally take extra bases on good hits or errors against an intermediate level of defense?
run very aggressively and occasAonally take extra bases on good hits or errors against an excepAonal level defense?

HITTING (occassionally is 2 out of 5 and consistently is 3 out of 5)
19
20
21
22
23

occasionally hit a fair ball?

24

consistently reach base safely on a ba6ed ball against and intermediate level of defense OR occasionally reach base safely on a ba6ed ball against an excepAonal level of
defense?

25

consistently reach base safely on a ba6ed ball with high velocity against an intermediate level of defense OR consistently reach base safely on a ba6ed ball against an
excepAonal level of defense?

26

consistently reach base safely on a ba6ed ball with high velocity against an excepAonal level of defense?

consistently hit a fair ball?
occasionally hit a fair ball with at least medium velocity?
consistently hit a fair ball with at least medium velocity?
consistently reach base safely on a ba6ed ball against a limited level of defense OR occasionally reach base safely on a ba6ed ball against an intermediate level of defense?

27
occasionally hit a ball over a 300’ fence?

Rule ViolaVon or Protest JusVﬁcaVon Below: (or on back of protest)

UMPIRES SIGNATURE:

